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Chironomus nudi tar sis is a sn8ciespolymorph£c for inversions. ;rhere 
is frequently a large inversion in each of the chromosome arms, A and 
B, of one of the three long chromosomes. Also the small G chromosome 
occurs in ~vo structural types. In the report presented here we deal 
only ui th the inversions of the AB chromosome, and Tfle do not consider 
separately the three smaller inversions of arm-A which always appear 
in conjunction with the large invarsion. 

Both inversions of the 'J3 chromosome are very old, sine:? they also 
occur in the closely r elated, but clearly separate species 
Ch. 1)lumosus (Keyl and Keyl 1959, Fischer and .osin 1967). Obviously 
we deal \,Tith here a case of balanced polymorphism which i s being 
constantly stabilized by effective mechanisms of selection. 

Inv·3rsion polymor!)hisms have been studi3d till no'7 ma inly in species 
of roe~nhila . ilm, these syste!?ls of biologic factors react to give 
local and eriodic variations in the frequ.ency of inversions (ie. 
varying with tine and place) lias been shown i mpressively by 
:00bzl1ansky and his school ill particular (r eviewed by Ford 1964 ). 
In these cases ter::rperature and. population densi"bJ have been found 
cbiefly to bs the important selection factors. However there is little 
JrJlo;;m about the period of action of the selection force, and. in the 
caGe of ChilJ2.~ these questions have still not been completely 
settled. 3ince we have been enga{~;ed wi th the Chi~}~~~i.itarsis 
_opulation at .1ohlen Lake near Bern fOT several years, our 
observa tions of materia l h ave been tested to see whether some 
contribution can be made to these questions. 

polynorphic system wi t h t hree genotypes is most securel" stabilized 
>Then the h )terozygotes have a distinct superio _i"bJ ove r bo t h 
homozygotes. ?nis over-dominance can be obtained in the most differii~ 
periods of life and in a different way. In addition to vitality 
diff e:t'cmces >7i t Il embryo, larva, pupa or imago, the s aed of 
::levelo OIllent, tlB readiness to mat o , the fertility and the fecundity 
can be different. This way also a mating selection mecllB..L'lisL1 may be 
arrane;ed, yet only then if the probability of re:9roduction of 
certain's'enotypes Rill b .:; altered. Polymorphic s~7stems can remain to 
be preserved without the h r61terozygote advantage, when both genes are 
alternai;ely at a disadvantage. An unequal s,littin(~ up in meiosis 
(meiotic drive) or selection of gametes can, combined vrith a selection 
of genotypes in the 0 posi te di:t ection, lead to the pres ervation of 
a detrimental gene, as this has been shown for the t-g:a:i:1a of the 
domestic mouse by Dunn and ~organ (1953). Periodic fluctuating 
envir oIl!!lental conditions and small area environmental differences 
can, moreover, lead to biologic polymorphisms of various "bJpes, 
without the heterozygotes being nossibly advantaged (refer T'layr 1961, 
1Jage 193 and. following ). 
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Every selection acts on I;he Hardy-.leinberg equilibrium. Consequently 
our material shall be tested above all in this regard. 1l.s will be 
shown in 1., no certain variation can be detel~ned here. But since 
chance deviations easily overplay weak selection effects, individual 
com:90nents of selection which a:ce applicable in all cases shall 
nevertheless be investigated. 

\I'he catching of spai"ming females in the open air, and the rearing 
and analysis of offspring, has yielded contributions to the 
following points: mating selection, vitality up to the prepupa 
inclusive of meiotic drift and gamete selection, as well as the 
speed of development. Larvae captured in the lake D1 a year of 
severe l)arasitization allowed us to examine the material for variable 
suscel.Jtibili ty. Questions of fecundity were investigated by 
labo:r.atory crossin,;:,·s. 

1. ~requency of different chromosomal configerations. 

'l'he results of larval and imaginal captures from the la.ke up to now 
are compiled in crable 1. 1ith the exception of tile larval sample from 
1961, all CODle from the same region of the lake. The chromosome 
configerations of the imagines were found out from the offs:?ring of 
the spawning females. In doing so hmv-ever, on account of the repeated 
exchange, only the structure of the chromosome arms, not that of the 
whole chromosomes, could b3 comprehended. ,:)tandard homozygotes are 
labelled with 11, heterozygotes with 12, and inversion homozygotes 
with 22. Result: Both with the larval samples, and with the imagines~ 
no certain variations from a Hardy....Neinberg distribution can be 
determined. Not even a tendency ~o an increased frequency of 
heterozygotes is perceptible. Consequently, by- comparison with the 
Hardy-. einberg distribution, no selection is evident either for the 
larval period or for the imaginal period. Beerman (1955) has, in the 
s :gecies CamDtochiron9mns tentans Emd C. pallidivittatus equally 
polymol~,phic for inversions, found with the larvae of the f~th stage 
no variations either, and concluded from this that a critical stage 
falls in the period during and after metamorphosis. 

2. Mating Selection. 

'The mating combinations comply, wi thin the bounds of chance variations, 
t-o the composition of the self-reproducing po:'!ulation(l'able 2). As 
is shown by the signs of the differences and from the 'sum' numbers p 

there are no indications for a mating selection,. according to the 
chromosome configerations present. 

3. Survival rate of different ty es up to pupation. 

On numerous batches of common offspring, we have rais8d a portion of' 
the larvae 11]) to theprepupa, and found out the chromosome structures • 
.Ali cases v'l'ith two classes of offspring are presented in figure 1. 
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'l'hey must ori,:;inate from a crossing of homozygote X heterozyg'ote, 
and should have indicated a 1 : 1 ~~alysis, when no disturbing 
influences have acted. The rearing conditions varied very much, partly 
good, partly so bad that only few larvae survived. F::.-om figure 1. it 
is obvious that no systematic deviation from 1 : 1 in favour of the 
heterozYGotes exists. Disturb8.-'Ylces by meiotic drift, gamete selection 
or vitality differences in the larval stage are thus not evident ill 
our experiments. 

4. Speed of development. 

;[ith ths larvae from one laying, a considerable variation in relation. 
to the speed of development is regularly to be observed. At room 
temperature the ima&inal moultings can be distributed over 10 to 14 
days. 'The male hatches about three days earlier than the female. 
Consequently the sexes must be considered separately. By the 
utilization of breeding , all ~repupae were iqkurn sought out and 
prepared at intervals of 3-4 days. These procedures allowed _the speed 
of development of the different chromosome types to now he compared 
with one another. To allow a simple analysis, the material was 
claSsified as uniformly as possible into a more rapidly developed 
and a more slowly developed portion, and examined with the help of 
a four-f~_eld test (ie. a 2X2 contingency test) to see whether the 
structural "bJpes in both portions shoyred similar frequencies. 
Such a four-field test looks as fo11o\1s ego 

B 11 B 12 
1. 34 66 100 

~_____~8~0~____ __~4~3___ 1~2~3
. . - __~

114 109? 223 
'rhe homo&enei ty test yields a x:~} of 21.3 with P«l%. Consequently the 
heterozygotes (B 12) have developed more rapidly than the homozygotes 
(13 11). The four-field correlation coefficient (h ~) serves as a 
criterion for the size of the relationship. In our example r= 0.31. 
In figure 2. the r-values are presented separately for both the 
large inversions and for the sexes. 

In many rearings it is seen that no certain differences appeared in 
the speed of development of the different structural types, but that 
in seven cases the heterozygotes, in three cases the homozygotes 
however, were faster developing. Factors which influence the speed of 
development are detected within the region of the A-inversion and 
also the B-inversion, but both are effective ,'lith the heterozygotes 
and also the normal homozygotes. '.Thether the heterozygotes show a 
more frequ 'Em"t and more distinct developrnental advance must b-e tested 
on an additional experimental datum. L1oreover the develo!).\1ontal Sl)eed 
factor_ plays a minor part in the maintenance of polY1ll0rphisms. 
ifferences are only then effective when the chance of survival will 

be i.;nfluencod, OV8r the dUl~ation of development, but accordiIl3 to 
section 3. no indication exists for that. Othe:cwise a quic>:er 
develo ment of certain s enoty)os may a~9pear only to ..~esul t in 
periodical fluctuations i n the gone frequencies - for e::raIlll)le, the 
case t 11at not all developmental staE;es endure the winter equally well. 
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5. 3usceptibility t017ards parasitization by Nematodes. 

In 1965 the population had to suffer wilder a very severe irrfoction 
of rl.e:r'mis. In table 3. the chromosome confiG'erations of parasi tize:i 
and heal thy larvae are compared to each othGr. 'l'he distributions 
permit no sort of preference of the parasites for certain stl~ctural 
types to be detected. 

6. The relation betw'een structural "bJpe, size and.. fecundity. 

':~hese problems have been investigated first of- all by the offsprine 
of certain laboratory crossings. 70r the A- or B-inversion 
heterozygote males, in which the .AB chromosome is not the sex 
chro;~'lOsome (:losin and Fischer 1966), were crossed vri th heterozygote 
females of the same kind. In11e three structural "bJpes must 
consequently appear in the offspring in the ratio 1 : 2 : 1. 1i th 
the feJilales of these batches of brothers and sisters, a test-crossing 
was then always carried out, the s'Jawn photographed, the eggs 
counted, and a specimen from them raised up to discover the structural 
type of the fe!l]ale. In order to obtain simultaneously a relation to 
the size, the front tibia of the examined females were measured. 

In figure 3. each such experiment for the A-inversion and for the 
B-inversion is presented. A positive correlation bev,l'J"een number of' 
efSgs and size is distinct for both inversions. For the two cases 
with remarkably lower number of eggs, it could have been a question 
of incomplete hatching. Since the females could be only l)al'Uy 
recorded, and because a stratification appeared by means of the 
variable speeds of development, it makes no sense to make an issue 
0f the smail existing differences between the stl~ctural types. 1'l1e 
experiment shows however that it is possible to determine a 
possible correlation betcreen structural type and fecundi"bJ by means 
of a cornmon relationship to the size. 

The relation between size and structural "bJpe was more precisely 
investigated by w~' of a part of the larval material from si!l]ilar 
rearings. For the measurement of the size, the width of the head 
capsule in the final larval stage was selected. ~"'rom '1'able 4. it is 
obvious that in this material the homozygotes aTe smaller than the 
heterozygotes and the n01"Illal homozygotes for both the A-inversion 
and for the B-inversion, and between the latter no difference is 
detectable. Since however our material comes from only a batch of 
brothers and sisters, the relationships found here must not be 
generalized. It i s planned to analyse them against an additional 
independent sample from the popUlation. Uevertheless it can be 
said that a continuous and in everJ case effective heterOZYGote 
advantage is not present i7ith re1'e:cence to the feC1.IDdi ty. The 
possibili ty of an advantage on the iweTae;e is still undecided. 
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Table 1. 

Frequency of the different chromosome configerations, and comparison. 

wi th tIle distribution according to Hardy-qeinberg 

'rime Chr.- Configeration N Frequency Ret. 2

XiI)
Arm, 11 12 22 of Inv'. ( J~ ) 

Larvae 
1961 A 2f;7 123 16 396 19~6 0.06 
( ref'. l!'rank '61) B: 193 170 33 396 29.8 + 0.27 

1965 A 71 34- 1 106 17.0 + 2..04 
12th august B' 55 42 9 106 28.3 0.06 

1967 A 155 86 15 256 22.7 0.45 
20th Eay B 128 lOS 20 256 2S.9 + ~.18 

1967 A 239 110 10 359 18.1 + 0.39 
13th September B 206 136 17 359 23.7 + 0.84 

1967 A 158 94 17 269 23.S 0.35 
25th September B. 195 67 7 269 15.1 0.18 

ImaGines 
1963 A 38 20 2 60 20.0 + 0.10 
October/TTovember B 35 24 1 60 21.7 + 1.88 

1964 A 79 49 4- 132 21.6 + 1.24 
whole season B 78 4B 6 132 22.7 + 0.16 

1965 A 233 130 29 392 24.0 3.23 
whole season B 226 142 24 392 24.2 0.08 

1967 A 166 85 11 262 20.4 0 0.00 
10-12th October B 182 69 11 262 17.4- 1.78 

http:17.4-1.78


Table 2. 6. 
Uating Combinations 

I !)():~ J !164 I!Hi.:; I !)u7 .sumI 
HO 66 Jilli 131 4:23r atings I 

. rm Ii. b d b d b d h d h dI 


II .< II 
 1.-,3 q,;i10 - :2,0 :!() - - 3,(; 70 - 0,8 ,,3 - 0.4 -
3(; .. n, 7 so - - 2,"7 ;)~ - UI 184 10,!)hII x 1:2 16 + 3,3 

x .).) :3 -· 0.6 13 -·4,:! 8 -- 1,0II :26 - 1,92 + 0,7 
4:2 - ,1,82 ---J ,3 Ii - :3,1 UI -2,6 ].') -1,21:2 x 1:2 

0 ~.1:2 x 1:! 16 0,/I 12 -2,4 3 
0 - 0.;; ., ,,1,0 0 -0,822 x :2~ 0 -0,7 :2 0,6-+

:2,87 (2) 3,48 (2) 3,71 (3) 0,49 (2) 1,93 (3)I.' (d.f.) 
-...., 01- 01P :24% , 10 :Z9~~ 65~.{) ;) I /0 

1 

Arm B 

9 - 1.2 20 - 3,1 71 .J.. ;j,!1 64 .. O.S ItH 2.4II II 

r 16 - 2,0 :34 'C. ;3,6 74 - ·7.!) 47 - -O.i) III --1.211 c< I:? 
I - 0,+ 4 -- 0,5 10 - 3,8 7 - 0,(; .).) - · 3.611 >c .).~ 

4 -- O,S G - -~ "2. 7 :?8 -- 2,3 9 -- 0,1 47 - 1.31~ ~ 1:2 .,(I U - 3,:l 4 IS 3.s J :2 ~ .).) 

;).) (I .. 0,4 (I - ·0.3 I - 0,3 II -O.!I I - '),1 

/ (n.f.1 1. ~ I (:2) ~.-± -; (:2) 3.!1:! (:3) n.:32 (:2) l.uel (31 
p ,-)1.1°(') :!!)!\, :!-;o 

'J 
.s.)0(l (,-0

).j " 

b = observed values 

d = diff'erence : observed - expected values 


Pigure l.. 
1 : 1 analysis with offsprinc of crossin,,,;,s of heterozygotes vlith normal 
homozygotes. Filled ::ircles = inversion A, open circles = inversion B 
'The 995'; confidence limits for the 1: 1 distribution is on the basis of the 
values for the binomial distribution marlmd in Geigy tables, page 105. 
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:?igure 2. 

Speed of development of inversion heterozygotes in comparison >7i th 

normal homozygotes. 
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In A 
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In B 
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Ab~issa : four-field correlation coefficient. 
filled circles : certain difference (P(5~~); open circles : 
certain. Right side : rn/+ faster developing than +1+. 
rn/+ slower developing than +1+. 

difference not 
Left side : 

Table 3. 
Parasitism by 1Iermi~_. 

nannal 'lenni ;;'- Sum
i 

11 11 S 30 3S 
II U 9 3:.! 

I
23 

12 11 4 1713 
12 12 7 10 3 

-11 ~2 11 
L! 22 1 76 

-22 22 I 1 

Sum 25 81 106 I I 
Figure 3. 

Relation between body size and numbeJ' of eggs t in the case of the different 

structural ~J~es 
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Abscissa: tibia length (unit = 25.8jA). 
Ordinate : number of eggs from first hatching . 

. ltd d 1 t .. heter·open Clrc as : s ' an aT lOmozygoes; crosses :J.nvers].on-xlUIozygotes; 
fined circles : inveJ:'sion homozygotes. 
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Table 4. 

Relation between structural types and larval size. 


); 
" 1~ x, S:-;. t 

I II ;.):~ . O !)-; ~~ :!~ : O. :? Si O. ~ ·~In ..\ 1·)I:l - , '!I.OO (i .4 II .:! O;) :l.~' * . * 
~ .'}.) ,Y; " .~ f) 1<1 O.:!:l~ :l.~:l * ~ In .-\ J I ..ltl 7:? ;-': ~ !) :! 0. 1:-l;, I. I -, 
,3 I:! III j":!J, ~ :!!);-, O. I ;;;) t).11I :?:? ;; I -; 1.3.; F i t) O. :!47 4.33 * 

II 44 S L.4~ I I ;; (U46 I.,,:!In R 
I:! 10.; 1'1.0:! :W~ O.I(H; :!. 7;"j *"- .) . ) :) -; :-;O.;)S 141 ) lUI6 I.;;!I 

II ;)i '4 .!l4 103 0 .:?01 (lA ;;In B 
L? Wi 75.06 :?+.6 0. 16 3 1./0b .).") 64 ,4-.4 ;) I H O. I S!) :?.4:? * 

1 
t-Test : first line : comparison of 11 with 12; second line comparison 

of 11 with 22; third line : comparison of 12 with 22. 

Summary 

1. Both the larvae and the imaginal captures of Chironomus nuc!i tarsis 

show in their distribution of chromosomal structural types no 

deviations from Hardy-'Jeinberg expectations • 

2. A mating selection mechanism is not detectable. 
3. Indications of a preference for heterozyeotes by meiotic drift, 

gameti.c selection or vitality differences in the stages of 

development. up -to the prepupa were not found. 

4. The speed of development of inversion heterozygotes i.s often 

greater than that of normal homozygotes, but also in a few cases 

is definitely smaller. 

5. 7i th reference to parasitism by I~1ermis , the di.fferent types 

show no variation in susceptibility. 

6. A correlation between structural t-Jpe and fecundity could be 

present by way of a common relation to the body size. 



